Introduction
Any atmospheric or oceanic modeling short of global coverage encounters the open-boundary problem. Charney et al (1950) were the first to address the open boundary problem in a finite-region weather forecasting model based on the barotropic vorticity equation. Along the open boundaries, the streamfunction (actually the geopotential) was specified. At "inflow" parts of the boundary, as indicated by the sign of the tangential gradient of the specified streamfunction, vorticity was also specified. This became a widely accepted approach, though Bennett and Kloeden (1978) and Miller and Bennett (1988) cautioned that the inflow vorticity advection boundary condition was not well-posed.
Radiation boundary conditions (Orlanski, 1976; Camerlengo and O'Brien, 1980) , well-known numerical algorithms for implementing the Sommerfeld radiating boundary condition, are designed to allow disturbances originated within the model domain to exit via the open boundary without disturbing the interior.
The review paper by Roed and Cooper (1986) described further extensions to include obliquely incident waves and forced waves.
While the radiation boundary conditions worked well for nondispersive waves, the application of these boundary conditions to systems which admit dispersive waves (e.g. Rossby waves for which the group velocity and phase velocity may be in drastically different directions) has encountered difficulties (e.g., Cummins and Mysak, 1988) . Consequently, modelers often turn to the sponge 1 layers (i.e., regions of heavy damping) to prevent reflection into the model interior (Cummins and Mysak, 1988) , or to the grid-nesting method where a coarse grid model is matched to the finer grid model along the open boundary (Robinson & Haidvogel, 1980) . The advent of the optimal-control/adjoint-equations approach to oceanography in recent years (Thacker & Long, 1988; Tziperman & Thacker, 1989; Smedstad & O'Brien, 1991; Lu & O'Brien, 1991; Tziperman, et al, 1992; Zou and Holloway, 1994) 
prompted us to
investigate open boundary control (OBC) in limited-area ocean models from a data assimilation perspective. In fact, Thacker and Long (1988) have suggested this possibility, pointing out that open boundary conditions are entirely analogous to initial conditions and forcing, and should be determined as part of fitting dynamics to data. Ledimet (1988) has formulated OBC in a general mathmatical framework. Recently, Lardner (1992) has carried out adjoint OBC for a depth-averaged tidal model by assimilating the data from tide guages into the model interior.
More recently, Ledimet and Ouberdous (1993a, b) only one dynamic variable needs to be specified at M(=30) horizontal grids for N(=1000) time steps, the dimension amounts to 30*1000. Thus deducing boundary values from data in this way can be computationally demanding when a long time integration of a full size OGCM is considered.
In this paper we describe a simple OBC scheme for which the size of the minimization problem is of order of M. The reduction results from minimizing J subject only to diagnostic relations, as opposed to full scale adjoint OBC where prognostic relations are also taken as constraints. The consequence of this choice of constraints is that our OBC scheme involves model/adjoint variables only at one time level and hence it can readily be implemented whenever data is available during the course of model integration. This feature allows the scheme to be implemented with temporally interpolated data as often as accuracy required at time steps intermediate between two consecutive data-arrival times. On the other hand, the same feature allows a number of numerical procedures including the radiation boundary conditions employed at the non data-arrival time steps so that the assimilation of temporally interpolated data can be reduced or eliminated to lower the computing cost. The simplicity and flexibility of this open boundary control scheme is at the expense of replacing a minimization which is globally optimal in time with one which is only locally optimal in time.
Section 2 describes the simple OBC for a limited-area winddriven ocean circulation model. In section 3, the scheme is illustrated by modeling the sub-polar gyre with an open southern boundary, followed by summary and discussion in section 4.
Sequential Open Boundary Control

a. Model equations
The ocean model, used to study the feasibility of sequential OBC by data assimilation into its interior, is the one for barotropic wind-driven ocean circulation in a limited-area
The model dynamics is governed by the nondimensional vorticity equation (Pedlosky, 1979) :
which may be written in a discrete form 
measuring the difference between the observational data 
c. Solution of the OBC problem
The strategy taken here to solve (6) is to employ a gradient-based descent algorithm, with gradient calculated using the adjoint technique (Le Dimet & Talagrand, 1986; Talagrand & Courtier, 1987; Thacker & Long, 1988; Smedstad & O'Brien, 1991; Zou & Holloway, 1994) . Following Thacker & Long (1988) , we convert the constrained minimization (6) into an unconstrained 
ij It is interesting to note that the adjoint equation is subject to a homogeneous boundary condition (9) , with x and y being the grid spacing in x and y, respectively.
With the gradient given by (10) and (11), the minimization of J can then be carried out with standard unconstrained minimization packages (Navon & Legler, 1987; Zou et al, 1993) , which typically involves an iteration procedure: 
Numerical Illustration a Reference ocean and simulated data
We illustrate the OBC scheme from the last section with the problem of modeling the sub-polar gyre subject to an open southern boundary. It is desirable to carry out such an effort with simulated data so that one can test results against the "true solution".
A reference ocean consisting of a wind-driven double gyre was set up in a closed basin with a 32x64 grid. The non- (Fig.1) , where one observes intense currents near the west boundary, broad southward Sverdrup-type flow in the interior and sub-polar gyre centered in the northwest.
The reference run was then extended for a few more months, during which streamfunction data were sampled every 4 grid points over the sub-polar gyre at a 5-day repeat cycle as schematically shown in Fig.2a . and 7 reveal the reason--the recirculation on the western part of the ocean along the southern boundary was much weaker at day 150 than at days 90 or 120, and the streamfunction obtained from the OBC (the crosses in Fig.6 ) were much closer to the reference ocean values at day 150. It is apparent that the OBC has no trouble deducing the boundary streamfunction away from the western boundary, and that the error in the deduced boundary streamfunction near the western boundary is dependent on whether there are steep changes in the reference ocean streamfunction. Fig.7 shows that the streamfunction in the assimilated ocean model agreed very well with that in the reference ocean, whereas the agreement between the vorticity fields (Fig.8) were much poorer. The vorticity correction term ¡ from assimilation was found to be almost the same order of magnitude as ¡ itself (Fig.8) . The poor agreement between the vorticity fields during an OBC time step is due to the fact that the cost function J in (4) does not contain a term measuring the departure of the model vorticity from observed vorticity. During an assimilation time step, vorticity is in fact over-adjusted to minimize the cost function, which reduces the streamfunction RMS error (Fig.3) but causes a rise in the vorticity RMS error (Fig.4) . The somewhat noisy appearance of the assimilated vorticity field in Fig.8 is the result of this over-adjustment. After the assimilation time step, the vorticity calculated from the prognostic equation (2a) gradually eliminates the noise, leading to the drop in the vorticity RMS error seen in Fig.4 . This problem may be eliminated 2 2
by adding a smoothing term such as
to the cost function (4) (Thacker, 1988) .
Finally, we briefly mention some of the extra runs. We tried the OBC with the dataset collected every other grid point and at a 10-day repeat cycle. With the denser data coverage, the RMS error was reduced more than in the 5-day assimilation cases; however, the longer time interval without data assimilation caused the 10-day assimilation experiment to have an average RMS error significantly higher than that for the 5-day assimilation experiment. We also carried out the OBC with dataset collected every grid point and at a 20-day repeat cycle, which yielded an even larger average RMS error. Thus, the denser spatial coverage was not able to compensate for the coarser time coverage. A variant of the 5-day repeat cycle experiment was also performed, where two subsequent data fields were interpolated to yield a data field at the intermediate time. These 2.5-day assimilation experiments yielded smaller average RMS errors than the 5 day assimilation experiments, suggesting that more frequent assimilation with temporally interpolated images would yield further improvements.
Summary and discussion
A barotropic wind-driven ocean circulation model has been employed to examine the feasibility of open boundary control by sequential data assimilation. A simple sequential OBC has been constructed based on the idea of optimal boundary control of diagnostic relation by data assimilation. Its performance has been examined with the problem of modeling the sub-polar gyre.
The results have shown that the OBC in conjunction with radiation boundary conditions renders longer time integration which would be unstable with the radiation boundary condition alone due to presence of dispersive waves.
We have made exploratory investigation of sequential OBC by data assimilation for limited area models. A host of questions can and should be raised. We shall conclude by mentioning some of the broad issues.
OBC with usual adjoint approach (Ledimet, 1988; Lardner, 1992) Sequential OBC has been discussed here for regional modeling of time-dependent flows. The same idea may also apply to steadystate problems as in Ledimet and Ouberdous (1992) where they perform OBC to retrieve mass balanced fields. In this regard, sequential OBC may be viewed as a spatial interpolation scheme for sparse data while respecting some aspects of model dynamics, and thus analogous to optimal interpolation.
Within the quasi-geostrophic dynamics, streamfunction is linearly related to sea surface displacement. The effectiveness of the OBC with the simulated streamfunction data as seen in the last section thus suggests potential usefulness of the satellite altimetry data for OBC in limited-area models. It should be pointed out though that our illustrations with the simulated data have a number of unrealistic features in relation to real altimeter data. For example, it was assumed that all the data were available at one instant, whereas in reality the altimetry data are sampled along tracks and continuously over several days.
Clearly, future work needs to examine how to model the accumulation of the altimetry data over a repeat cycle more realistically, and to appropriately interpolate the data in time and space for better assimilation. In this paper, we seek to determine the circulation governed by the discrete version of (1) Second, the dimension of the optimization problem (6) Our adjoint assimilation method differed from the full adjoint assimilation of Tziperman & Thacker (1989) 
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